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Preface 

This booklet was compiled by The Craco Society to commemorate the blessing of an historic 

statue of San Vincenzo during a special Mass at St. Joseph’s Church.  The unique statue was 

a gift from the Niceforo family that was presented to the Society during the 2008 Reunion.   

With the gift comes the responsibility to understand the story of San Vincenzo so this 

publication also documents and preserves culturally significant items about San Vincenzo and 

Crachesi history and traditions.   

Clearly, the story of the saint and his connection to Craco is important and worth 

understanding alone but there is also a tale that needs to be told about the saint and the 

Crachesi as they  immigrated to New York City in the late 1880’s.  Finally, there is the history 

of the statue that was given to the Society to be understood. 

The best source of the history of the patron saint of Craco is the original material from there.  

The text of two Italian publications with the saint’s history has been incorporated into this 

booklet along with the English translations. The story of the Crachesi immigrants and San 

Vincenzo in America is more challenging since there is scant documentation available.  

However, there are fragments of information that exist and with the oral histories from 

individuals we can gain an insight into how they carried their devotion of the town’s patron to 

their new home.   

The Craco Society would be remiss without acknowledging some individuals who have played 

a special role in the preservation of the San Vincenzo tradition in New York.  Anna LoCicero 

graciously supported the restoration of the San Vincenzo statue in St. Joseph’s Church while 

Stephen LaRocca maintained the tradition of holding a Mass for San Vincenzo at St. Joseph’s 

Church on the fourth Sunday in October.  Additionally, Fr. Regis Gallo and Mrs. Rita Gallo 

were not only kind enough to provide information and photographs of the statues but also 

presented The Craco Society with the historic banner of the Società San Vincenzo Martire di 

Craco.  We wish the blessing of San Vincenzo on all of them and the many others who have 

lovingly cared for and protected the artifacts of our cultural heritage. 

In closing, The Craco Society intends to build on the foundation of this booklet to create a 

permanent publication that presents the full story of San Vincenzo Martire and his followers 

in Craco and New York.  In this way we hope to honor their faith and devotion while 

preserving our history.  

 

 

  



San Vincenzo and the Crachesi in New York 

Perhaps the best place for us to start our story of San Vincenzo Martire is with the statue 

that was given to The Craco Society on August 16, 2008. 

 

 

 

Left to right: Vincent Niceforo, Camille Colabella Niceforo & Joseph D.  Rinaldi, president of The Craco 

Society receiving the gift of the San Vincenzo statue 

Photo courtesy of Joseph A. Rinaldi 

 

The statue was owned by Francesco Paolo Colabella who emigrated from Craco in 1911 

when he was 17 years old.  With his new life in America and an optimistic attitude about 

his future he also wanted to maintain connections with his roots and community.  

 



It is only natural that immigrants seek to maintain the traditions and cultures they are 

comfortable with while adapting to a new home.  At the turn of the 20
th

 century as the flood 

of Italian immigrants washed over Lower Manhattan many new churches were built to 

accommodate them.  In 1888 St. Joachim’s Church was erected at 28 Roosevelt Street in an 

area heavily populated by Crachesi.  This church housed many statues of patron saints of 

the Italians who lived there giving these immigrants access to the venerated images from 

their home towns.  Included among the statuary was a copy of the relic of San Vincenzo 

that closely matched the one in Craco providing the Crachesi with access to their beloved 

saint in America. 

 

 

The relic of San Vincenzo in Craco from “ San Vincenzo un martire a Craco.” 

 

Immigrants from all countries also formed societies for mutual benefit and to maintain 

their culture and traditions.  The Crachesi were among them with associations dedicated to 

San Vincenzo.  These groups were able to organize events and regularly celebrated their 

beloved patron saint during the October feast just as was celebrated in Craco.  Their 

existence and activity in New York City can be documented back to at least 1901. 

 

 

 



 

New York Times, October 28, 1901, Wednesday, Page 7. 

 

These early groups may not have possessed a processional statue, the upright form of the 

San Vincenzo figure constructed so it can be paraded through the streets.  Sources suggest 

that a small statue was used and may explain the reason for the construction of the half-

life-sized statues such as the one given to The Craco Society.  There is an oral history that 

sometime after WWI members of the Società S. Vincenzo Martire di Craco may have 

brought the original processional statue of San Vincenzo to America from Craco when the 

town obtained a new one.  Once it arrived in New York this version of the statue was kept 

at St. Joachim’s Church along with the reclining statute and relic of the saint.   



 
Processional figure of San Vincenzo  

used by the Società  San Vincenzo Martire di Craco in New York 
Photograph courtesy of Fr. Regis Gallo 

 

The members of the Società  S. Vincenzo Martire di Craco maintained the tradition of 

holding a festival for San Vincenzo during the early part of the 20
th

 century just as was 

done in Craco.  On the fourth Sunday in October a Mass was held at St. Joachim’s Church 

along with a procession carrying the statue through the streets of their neighborhood in 

Lower Manhattan.   This tradition continued as part of a regular sequence of street 

festivals held in the area as the robust Italian American population demonstrated their 

devotion to saints such as San Rocco, San Gennaro, and San Vincenzo until the onset of 

WWII. 



Logically, the San Vincenzo festival may have been the smallest of these as San Vincenzo 

Martire was not widely known and only venerated by the Crachesi.  The immigration 

records for this period document the arrival of 1,500 individuals from Craco by 1924.  

Assuming the growth of their families there may have been 3,000-4,000 people in the area 

with a connection to San Vincenzo as a patron.   The San Vincenzo Society was able to 

organize an event to honor their beloved saint on what appears to have been a large scale 

with street decorations, a bandstand and a procession.  This of course would have been 

supported by the other Italians in the neighborhood who would have celebrated the event 

too.   

 

 

Bandstand for the Feast of San Vincenzo on October 24, 1936  

at the corners of New Chambers & Roosevelt Streets.  

      With permission of New York Public Library 

The Società  San Vincenzo Martire di Craco in New York seems to have prospered from its 

founding around 1900 and was robust enough to not only sponsor the annual event 

honoring the patron of their town but also organized events for their members. 



 
 

Società  S. Vincenzo Martire di Craco, Annual Banquet & Dance  

Half Moon Hotel May 5, 1938 
From the collection of Dominick Tocci (second from right, table 19) reproduction courtesy of Paul Tocci 

 

By the end of WWII many immigrants and their descendants including the Crachesi had 

moved from their initial enclaves to areas further away from Lower Manhattan and 

Brooklyn.  With thinning membership in the Società  San Vincenzo Martire di Craco the 

group was unable to restart the feast that had not been held during the war years and 

ultimately the San Vincenzo Society dissolved.    

Meanwhile with their devotion to their patron saint members of the Società S. Vincenzo 

Martire di Craco, including Francesco Paulo Colabella, maintained half-life-sized statues 

of the patron saint they were devoted to in their homes.  This small San Vincenzo figure 

displays unique features suggesting it was constructed to specifically represent San 

Vincenzo rather than being the statue of any of the other warrior saints.   



 

Photograph courtesy of Lena Camperlengo 

 

The first item to note is the turquoise blue cloak on the statue.  This colored cloak was a 

part of the uniform worn by an early confraternity of San Vincenzo devotees and is also 

visible on the original relic in Craco.  A second item to note is the sword, which is not the 

shorter sword of the early Roman legions but appears to be the larger “spatha” design used 

during the middle and late Roman Empire and would have been contemporary with the 

era of San Vincenzo’s life.  A third consideration is the orb at the statue’s left foot which 

appears to be a replication of the vessel visible at the head of the reclining San Vincenzo 

relic in Craco.  One can assume, lacking more information, that the artist who created this 

statue worked from an image of the upright San Vincenzo or researched the saint to 

incorporate these features in this depiction.   

While the times and people in New York changed the two statues of San Vincenzo 

remained at rest in peace and safety at St. Joachim’s Church along with a banner of the 

Società  S. Vincenzo Martire di Craco.  Then in 1957 the City of New York decided to erect 

a housing project in the area that included St. Joachim’s Church.  When the church’s 

destruction was ordered for the urban renewal project the statuary in the church needed to 

be relocated. Being unable to find a church that could take the two statues of San Vincenzo 

they were both brought to the home of the Gallo family in Brooklyn an area populated by 

many Cracotans who had moved from Manhattan as they grew more prosperous. The 

statues remained there under their protection for 10 years never leaving the house until 



arrangements were made for the reclined version of San Vincenzo to be housed at St. 

Joseph’s Church on 5 Monroe Street where it resides today. 

 

 
San Vincenzo’s Statue and Relic at St’ Joseph’s Church 

Photo courtesy of Robert Rubertone, 2007 

 

At the same time the Gallo family was able to arrange for the processional statue to be 

housed at St. Rosilia-Regina Pacis Parish in Brooklyn.  It was relegated to storage and the 

effects of time left it in disrepair and needing restoration that could not be supported.  

Apparently, this historic statue was destroyed. 

Meanwhile, back in Craco the plight of the town served as a magnet especially, it seems 

people in the media industry who found the story about its abandonment and the fantastic 

vistas available from Craco Vecchio appealing as a filming site.   In 1990 the story of San 

Vincenzo and Craco’s devotion to him was shown as a segment of the Public Broadcasting 

System show, “Travels: For the Colors” which featured the San Vincenzo procession there.  

Several years after seeing this show, individuals in North America who had connections to 

Craco almost serendipitously made contact and ultimately led to the formation of The 

Craco Society.  Although we may not understand his timing or methods, San Vincenzo is 

still guiding the Crachesi. 

  



 

 

 

 

Historical Textual Materials 

The Italian source materials that were translated for this publication are: 

 “CENNI STORICI DI SAN VINCENZO MATIRE E SUA DEVOZIONE A CRACO” which 

is a publication of the Parish of San Nicola Vescovo in Craco Peschiera.  Although the 

booklet is undated the authors, Don Leonardo Rocco Rosano, who was the parish priest there 

from 1976-1984 and Marco Lategana a city council member in 1980 suggests it was published 

during that period.    

“SAN VINCENZO: un martire a Craco” a publication of the Associazione Colibri was written 

by Domenica Mormando and Palmina Vignola and published in 2005. 

 

We gratefully acknowledge the kindness of the authors, Don Leonardo Rocco Rosano, Marco 

Lategana, Domenica Mormando and Palmina Vignola who granted us permission to 

reproduce their work in this publication.  Their efforts to preserve the story of San Vincenzo 

are the cornerstone of our understanding of the saint and the Crachesi devotion to him. 

 

Photographic Materials 

The Craco Society would also like to acknowledge the kind assistance and contributions made 

by Lena Camperlengo, Fr. Regis Gallo, Mrs. Rita Gallo, The New York Public Library, 

Joseph A. Rinaldi, Robert Rubertone, and Paul Tocci  for material used in this publication.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CENNI STORICI DI SAN VINCENZO MATIRE 

E SUA DEVOZIONE A CRACO 

 

 
 

SAN VINCENZO: un martire a Craco 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

  



 

 

 

 

Photograph of the body of San Vincenzo that is venerated in Craco 

(Editor’s note: photo of statue in alcove at San Nicola Vescovo in Craco Vecchio)  



  



 

L. Rocco Rosano – Marco Lategana 
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l.m.d. lucana - pisticcici 
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Forward 

 

Marco Letegana and I have been asked about the identity of our 

San Vincenzo and we realized we were not able to respond. We 

addressed the same question to the people of Craco and noticed 

that no one knew how to respond.  To learn something more we 

went to see all the saints named Vincenzo that were at our 

disposal. After discarding others, San Vincenzo Ferrero, San 

Vincenzo di Lerins, San Vincenzo Diacono, San Vincenzo di Paoli, 

we were left with some confusion over San Vincenzo deacon and 

martyr of the local Church of Zaragoza, who died in 304 under 

Emperor Diocletian, a saint famous for his testimony of faith 

and considered the, “San Lorenzo of Spain.” 

 

But we were faced with concerns: If he is a great Spanish saint 

why was his body given to us?  Why have we not seen any devotees 

from Spain come here for a pilgrimage? Why is there amour on him 

if he was a deacon at the service of the poor and the needy? 

 

These were addressed in a track of a devotional book1 on San 

Vincenzo found in the parish library. 

 

Figure of the Saint 

Our book, a Roman Catholic encyclopedia says that Saint Vincent 

was a soldier, being 
 

 

  

                                                           
1 Brief history of the commune of Craco and San Vincenzo Martyr, published in Pisticci 

1933. 
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part of a Roman legion built by the Emperor Diocletian with 

soldiers from the East: for this reason the legion was called 

the Theban Legion.  The emperor used these Egyptian soldiers to 

reinforce the Roman army that was weakened in the war against 

the barbarians defending the borders. The Theban Legion 

consisted of legionnaires controlled by Maurizio, the holy 

martyr who is venerated in Montalbano Jonico. Geronimiano, a 

writer about the lives of martyrs says that the legion was 

composed of 6,666 soldiers among which stand out Maurizio, 

Esuperio, Candido, Vittore, Innocenzo (Vincenzo)2, and Vitale. 

 

The Martyrdom Occurred in 286 

 

This was one of the last Roman persecutions because Christianity 

was widespread in all social strata by this time and had even 

reached the armies which were typically pagan by constitution.  

All the soldiers in the Theban Legion were Christians. From 

historical information the martyrdom happened as follows.  

Emperor Diocletian sent General Massimiano to Gaul to quell an 

insurrection of peasants in Burgundy. Massimiano, waited with 

his army in Agauno3 [now the Swiss town of Saint Maurice-en-

Valais] in Valais at the foot of Mount Grand San Bernardo for 

the Theban Legion to join them and increase his army. While the 

army was preparing for the first battle in that area, General 

Massimiano commanded that the whole army had to offer sacrifices 

to the gods to obtain their support in the battle. Maurizio and 

his soldiers refused, saying 
 

                                                           
2 From the use of first name Innocent,  it perhaps explains the spread of that name Craco, as devotion of the patron saint. 
3 Today we recognize him as Saint Maurice,  from San Maurizio. On the location of his martyrdom is a beautiful basilica dedicated to the 

martyrs
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Massimiano was abusing his power because as an army general he 

could only give military orders not religious ones. Seeing 

disobedience, Massimiano ordered that the Theban Legion be 

decimated. The troops were lined up, in groups of ten, and then 

one in each ten was killed. After the decimation Massimiano 

renewed the order to sacrifice.  At that, the remaining soldiers 

replied: “As soldiers we have to obey you, as Christians we 

should serve and worship the true God.  We confess to be 

followers of God the Father, author of all things and his Son 

Jesus Christ. We have witnessed the killing of our comrades and 

have not complained, we are determined to follow their fate 

rather than betray Christ, his Church, and his Law.” 

   

Despite this courageous response the Roman general persecuted 

the glorious legion until exterminated. San Vincenzo the revered 

martyr of Craco also perished and the name of Vincenzo was 

connected with the victory of the Christian faith over 

persecution and death. Now the bones of San Vincenzo residing in 

Craco expect to be resurrected on the last day, when Jesus will 

be returning. Indeed precisely because they expected the 

resurrection, Vincenzo together with so many comrades gave his 

body to martyrdom. 
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Devotion to San Vincenzo in Craco 

 

If Montalbano Jonico has as protector in San Maurizio the 

captain of the Theban Legion, it seems right that Craco chose 

San Vincenzo Martyr as a protector, because he was also part of 

that Legion. It was convenient how celestial protectors of those 

neighboring towns were once companions on earth. 

 

The devotion of Craco to San Vincenzo began at the end of the 

eighteenth century, and is first witnessed in 1769. On February 

6 of that year a relic of a saint named Severio together with a 

small relic of San Vincenzo was sent to Craco. These were sent 

by a Roman Cardinal Marco Antonio Colonna, Vicar General of Pope 

Pius VI and Ordinary Court of the Roman Curia.  The Papal bull 

that accompanied the relic was addressed to “M. Rev. Francesco 

Antonio of Craco Minor Observant.” Following that, Father 

Prospero of Craco, Minor Observant of St. Francis, obtained from 

the Congregation of Holy Rights, the authorization to bring “a 

great relic of a glorious martyr and warrior named Vincenzo to 

his town and convent.” 

 

The relic accompanied by a bull by Francesco Saverio Passari, 

Archbishop of Larissa, assistant Papal and domestic Prelate of 

the Pope, written on April 18, 1792; attested to the 

authenticity of the relic. It mentions, “sacred body with flask 

of blood of San Vincenzo martyr exhumed at the cemetery of St. 

Ciriaca, ennobled by vestments of gold and silver ... and placed 

in a purple wooden casket decorated with gold and a crystal pane 

at the front.” 
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The Crachesi previously venerated the relics of the saint as 

part of their devotions. The apostolic head of the Convent of 

Minors Observant in Craco, Dr. Pasquale Arleo in a letter to the 

Bishop of Tricarico Don Fortunato Pinto, a native of Salerno, 

wrote: 

 

“Following the supplications of a devotee we obtained from 

the reigning Supreme Pontiff the glorious body of San 

Vincenzo Martyr, and now at the expense of the former, he 

is being transported from the capital of the world, with 

the assistance of a regular priest from this Convent; “in 

the area of Craco, to lie in the church of the Convent for 

public veneration... The population of the town exclaims 

the preference to put the holy urn in the chapel of the 

Madonna della Stella that is near the town, to have the 

Pontifical Certification and Seals examined by whomever 

your Illustrious Lordship deems worthy in order to then 

carry that body in a holy procession, with secular, regular 

priests and brothers of the congregation to the mountain of 

the dead in the church of the above mentioned convent. The 

supplication of your Illustrious Lordship is therefore 

requested to assign to whomever the Clergy of this land 

deems worthy, and this person shall also officiate the 

processional transport of that holy body to a place of your 

liking.”4 (4) 

 

The bishop replied: “We designate the priests and the Cure of 

the land of Craco, place of our Diocese to observe 
 

                                                           
4 Following the signing of Dr. Pasquale Arleo. 
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the Pontifical Certification and Seals of the body of Glorious 

San Vincenzo Martyr, that the City of Rome transports to the 

above mentioned land to exhibit to all of the population for 

veneration, and so given in Tricarico by our bishop’s palace. 

We have another letter dated May 9,17925 addressed by the 

Apostolic Mayor Pasquale Arleo to the Bishop of Tricarico where 

he certified that, “the urn of the glorious body of San Vincenzo 

Martyr” arrived in the chapel of Santa Maria della Stella . The 

apostolic mayor in the letter says: “The Papal papers were 

recognized by the Cure Reverend Don Giovanni Ferrante and 

Cantore Don Franco Lo Rubbio and after the exacting study 

venerated and posed the holy body which was then carried in 

procession to the church of the Convent where there is a 

continuous flow of citizens and foreigners6... who desire to know 

the designated feast day to give due reverence and allegiance to 

the glorious Saint. To comply with this common desire, a 

supplication is required from His Illustrious Excellency to 

designate the fourth Sunday of October every year for the 

celebration of solemn festivities in honor of San Vincenzo this 

glorious saint. The bishop accepted the request from the 

apostolic mayor and designated the fourth Sunday of October for 

the feast of San Vincenzo in Craco. Answering 

                                                           
5 Following the signing of the Bishop of Tricarico Fortunato Pinto   

6 There also seems to be a certain jealousy of strangers: a legend 

says that Ferrandinesi tried to steal the body of the saint 

overnight. 
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the letter from the mayor on July 29, 1792 was the Vicar General 

Carlo Parzilli.   

We also have a copy of the notarized document by notary Pasquale 

Terso of Montalbano7 which bears the date of June 21 which 

attests to the acceptance of the body of the Holy Martyr and the 

indication that the Roman Bulls and Seals are authentic. The 

notary’s deed says:”We the undersigned lawyer and judge together 

Fra. Prospero and the Rev. Don Giovanni Ferrante and Cantor Don 

Francesco conferred in that chapel of Madonna della Stella 

outside the village, have come together to comply with the 

request received in the letter from the Illustrious Bishop of 

Tricarico to observe and acknowledge the casket of the sacred 

body of San Vincenzo Martyr, conceded by the Holy Apostolic See 

through the devotion of Fra. Prospero and transported to us for 

the public veneration by the faithful, and to be placed in 

Convent of the Observant Fathers of this land ... we have come 

to this place not by force but by free will, having first had 

the Guardian Father Don Prospero examine the Authentication sent 

by Francesco Saverio Passari which after reading it to us, 

acknowledged, in the same manner that the Body of the venerable 

San Vincenzo was examined and acknowledged, along with a 

 

                                                           
7 The notary was from Montalbano Jonico, perhaps because the 

country was devoted to San Maurizio, another martyr of the 

Theban legion. 
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a flask with his blood and with the vessel within which 

everything is placed, and five seals on it, with a small red 

rope along the back and a glass front, … are consistent with the 

above authentication: they declared and confessed in our 

presence to have found the body in the coffer, with the said 

seals, as described and detailed in the above mentioned 

Authentication and noted all to be authentic without deception 

or any trickery.  After having read and acknowledged the above 

Authentication, they asked Father Prospero to preserve it upon 

being witnessed by the Father Cantor. All was sworn to me in the 

name of all that is holy.  Don Giovanni and the Cantor Don 

Francesco requested that the above be documented in a public 

act. 

When they were moving the body of San Vincenzo from Naples, it 

was presented to Francesco Vincenzo Layezza, Bishop of Marsi, 

who recognized the genuine body of a martyr with a bull dated 

the 1st of June, three days before they came to Craco. Later, on 

September 8 a letter arrived in Tricarico with the permission of 

the Pope to celebrate the feast of San Vincenzo Martire on the 

fourth Sunday of October. The permit was signed by Cardinal 

Giovanni Archinto, Apostolic Secretary of the Congregation of 

Sacred Apostolic Rites, as indicated on the affixed stamp. 
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Positioning the statue in the Church of the Convent 

Attached to the Convent there was, on the left a large alcove 

built in 1777 dedicated to Our Lady of the Annunciation. At the 

center of the alcove there was a painting of the Madonna to whom 

the chapel was dedicated.  On April 4, 1793 the Apostolic Mayor 

of the venerable Convent of Minors Observant, Dr. Pasquale 

Arleo, in the presence of witnesses Nicolantonio Viggiano, 

Valeriano Ferrante, Antonio Quaranta, concluded a contract with 

Don Carlantonio Nigro, the benefactor of the chapel of the Holy 

Annunciation the following: “Don Carlantonio allows the said 

Arleo to demolish the altar of that alcove and the inside wall 

and entrance in alcove behind the chapel so as to build up three 

altars, one for the glorious martyr San Vincenzo in the middle, 

and on the other two sides would be for Our Lady of the 

Annunciation on the right and the left hand side for the other 

Holy saint, and all the expenditures should be borne by the 

Apostolic Mayor except that Don Carlantonio must maintain the 

altar of the Blessed Virgin and the necessary furnishings for 

two years.” 

That alcove stood until 1933, and later fell when the landslide 

destroyed a portion of the convent. 

Fr.Leonardo Rocco Rosano. 
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by the Parish of San Nicola Bishop for information about the figure of San 

Vincenzo, the patron of Craco. 

 

  



 

  



 
 

Image of the statue of SAN VINCENZO MARTYR 

that is venerated in Craco and is celebrated on the 4
th

 Sunday in October  
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“It is neither torments nor death, but the cause 

and intention, that makes a martyr. If I should 

deliver my body to be burned and my sacrifice is 

not in the name of the faith and the Church of 

Christ, there is no martyrdom”  

Saint Augustine 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The twentieth century, of all the other eras in the history 

of the Church, can be qualified as the century of martyrs, 

so great was the number of Christians of every condition 

who suffered for the Christian faith, and met death. How 

can we not think of the great multitude of people beatified 

and canonized during the pontificacy of Pope John Paul II. 

 

Each local church has its martyrs. Even our church has a 

martyr, San Vincenzo. Crachesi placed significant devotion 

to this holy figure over the years. The history of our 

small town at some point intertwined, apparently at random, 

with the saint. We like to think that the valiant San 

Vincenzo chose the land of Craco to be the home of his 

blessed remains and that Craco accepted this precious gift 

with pride and gratitude. The union of these two wishes has 

made the ideal of martyrdom like yeast fermenting the faith 

of this small community.  Moreover, Sacrifice has become 

the underlying theme of the history of Craco, tied directly 

to the frana and the suffering that ensued.  The presence 

of San Vincenzo has allowed us to react to the difficult 

conditions with courage and steadfastness.  

 

These pages speak of martyrdom and sacrifice, paying 

devotion to this special soldier, who came from afar to 

show us the way to Christ: the gift of himself until death. 

But before we retrace the steps of this story, it is worth 

asking a fundamental question: What is a "martyr"?, or 

rather who is the Christian martyr? Responding to these 

questions is the first step to understanding the greatness 

of San Vincenzo and those like him who have chosen to love 

Jesus completely. The term martyr comes from the Greek and 

indicates a witness. Indeed in the New Testament, and in 

particular in the book of Acts of the Apostles indicated 

those who were witnesses of certain facts, especially the 
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Resurrection of Jesus. They were witnesses of Jesus that 

proclaimed the Gospel, but were still faithful to him even 

with the shedding of their blood. The martyr then in fact 

is anyone who, in the name of their faith or its ideals, 

accepts the sacrifice of himself until death. And martyrs 

can suffer, with patient attitude, the continuity of a 

situation or a painful punishment of exceptional severity. 

Finally, a martyr for the Church can be those who have 

given to Christ the supreme witness of faith and love: the 

testimony of blood. 

Domenica Mormando 

Palmina Vignola 
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SHORT NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF SAN VINCENZO 

 

Who was San Vincenzo?  

 

The biographical sources available are limited and fragmented. 

According to the Roman Catholic encyclopedia, San Vincenzo was a 

soldier belonging to a particular Roman legion, called Theban 

brought from the East by Emperor Diocletian to increase his army 

in the fight against the barbarians.  The year was 286.  The 

General Massimiliano, ordered his soldier to offer sacrifices to 

several of the pagan gods so that they could guide them to 

victory. 

 

At that point the new legion of soldiers from Thebes refused and 

accused General Massimiliano of an abuse of power saying he, in 

fact, could give military orders but not religious ones! The 

faith of the people of the Theban Legion (led by Maurizio, who is 

San Maurizio of Montalbano Jonico) remained steadfast in Christ! 

 

For their insubordination, General Massimiliano decided to 

sacrifice those same soldiers to his gods. He killed one in every 

ten. Among the dead was Vincenzo, whose name [Innocenzo] 

indicates the strength of Christian faith, victorious over 

persecution and death. 

 

ARRIVAL OF THE SAINT IN CRACO  

  

A first small relic of San Vincenzo was sent to Craco in 1769. In 

the column transporting it was Cardinal Marco Antonio, the Vicar 

General of Pope Pius VI, attaching to it a bull addressed to the 

Rev. Francis Antonio of Craco, Minor Observant". 

 

Later, Father Prospero from Craco (less observant of St. Francis) 

got permission to bring to Craco a "great relic of a saint 

soldier named Vincenzo (1792). The relic (exhumed from the 

cemetery of Santa Ciriaca) was accompanied by a bull from 

Archbishop Francesco Saviero Passari, domestic prelate of the 

Pope, in which it confirmed the authenticity of the saint. The 

Crachesi population immediately realized the need to venerate the 

saint. 
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The Apostolic Mayor of the Convent of Observant Minors in Craco, 

Dr. Pasquale Arleo, who received San Vincenzo, declared that he 

be placed in a chapel at the shrine if the Madonna della Stella. 

He wrote to the bishop of Tricarico of these provisions, and 

requested a committee of external priests to witness the "papal 

seals" to give this the final authenticity.  He also requested 

for the town to celebrate the feasts of the saint on the fourth 

Sunday of the month of October. 

 

In 1793, under the direction of Pasquale Arleo and Don 

Carlantonio Nigro, the relics of the Saint (and an upright statue 

of the Saint) were placed in the chapel of Our Lady of the 

Annunciation, built on the left side of the Franciscan convent. 

 

Despite the devotion of Crachesi, for San Vincenzo he was never 

given his own church. The Convent dedicated to St. Peter served 

as his home although the overwhelming majority of the population 

still calls it "the Convent of San Vincenzo." 

 

Currently, due to restoration of the Convent, the body of the San 

Vincenzo is in the small church (created from a former elementary 

school) in the Sant'Angelo section of Craco. 

 

THE FESTIVAL IN THE PAST 

 

The feast celebrating San Vincenzo began nine days before the 

fourth Sunday in October with the recitation of solemn afternoon 

novenas. On one of those evenings a small procession took place 

with the statue starting from the Convent and moving around the 

"Cross", located at the entrance to the town. On Friday evening, 

after the novena, the statue of the saint was brought into the 

Chiesa Madre [San Nicola] located in the heart of the old town. 

On Saturday evening, before the novena, the statue was carried in 

procession to the Convent. All celebrations culminated on Sunday 

with the Mass at the monastery and the procession that crossed 

the entire town. In the evening, in front of the Palace Rigirone 

there were bright fireworks. 

 

CONFRATERNITY OF SAN VINCENZO 

 

Until the early decades of the 1900’s a confraternity of San 

Vincenzo, which contained his most devout worshippers, existed in 

Craco. Those belonging 
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to the confraternity were characterized by wearing a white 

tunic with a turquoise color cape and belt. This group took 

part in the Mass, processions and, upon request also at 

funerals. 

 

THE FAIR 

 

The feast in honor of San Vincenzo was always preceded on 

the Saturday before by a fair, a proud tradition carried 

out since the end of the 1700’s until today. The fair, 

traditionally known by all the nearby people and 

neighboring towns brought many people from Salandra, 

Fernandina, Montalbano and Pisticci.  It branched from the 

entrance of Craco to the other end of the town (at the 

drinking trough).  It was held at the time of the year when 

workers of the earth were engaged in preparing land for 

planting or harvesting olives. But on that day all work was 

left so the people could make major purchases. The fair 

sold animals of all types as well as foodstuffs: dried 

beans, “winter” apples, and dried peppers that would be 

used to season salami. In short, people waited for this 

occasion to purchase provisions for the long winter that 

awaited the rural population. 

 

Of course, today, this event for many reasons no longer has 

the charm of ancient times, now it is experienced only in 

the stories of the "elderly". 
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CHANTS AND PRAYERS 

IN DEVOTION OF SAN VINCENZO MARTYR  

 

This song was created by the priest Don Carlo Romano when 

he was a young seminarian.  

 

HYMN TO SAN VINCENZO MARYTR  

 

A beautiful song of joy and love  

 In unison we sing to our Patron, 

You are the ineffable and good duke 

 Who guides us to the path of heaven.  

  

Chorus: Hail hail blessed Vincenzo,  

 Hail our special patron,  

 Up around your shining throne  

 Let us all come with you (Repeat)   

 And now in Heaven you live blessed advocate 

 Your fervent teams from Craco  

 Jubilantly invite you Father  

 Reverently we prostrate ourselves to you.   

 

 

PRAYER TO SAN VINCENZO MARTYR 

 

O strong and glorious San Vincenzo, our distinguished 

Patron, who had the honor of giving his life for your loyal 

testimony.   

Jesus Christ, turn your loving gaze on us for that wise 

design of Providence, we are, the unworthily, fortunate 

guardians of your relics.  

Teach us our generous Martyr, tenacity of goodness of which 

you serve as a model, having persevered in good intentions 

even when you were violently torn from the quiet life of 

our family. 
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Communicate with our souls a little of the great love which 

you showed evidence of in the time of your life.  

Pray to the Lord Jesus because the generosity in your love 

of the Cross, may ignite our hearts forever more.  

Present to Jesus, sweet friend of our souls and crown of 

martyrdom our earnest desire to support courageously, like 

you, every suffering of our life. Amen. 

 

 

 

 

HYMN TO GLORIOUS SAN VINCENZO MARTYR 

 

Innocenzo was your name  

 Victorious is your hand  

 Valiant knight  

Of your beloved friends. 

 

You come from the East  

 With hope in your heart  

 The desire to meet,  

 Those whom the world had wrought. 

 

And in the heart you brought  

 The words of the One who one day  

 For our love alone 

 Stretched his arms on the cross. 

 

And on the battle field,  

 Prayer on the lips,  

 The comfort of friends,  

 Made the encounter so vivid. 

 

Massimiano asked you then  

 To worship his gods,  

 You strongly protested:  

 "My only joy is in the Lord." 
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Your heart imposed you  

To worship only Christ,  

Whom you met that day,  

And have since loved. 

 

While the Executioner killed you,  

Your face was resplendent,  

Your body is here on earth,  

Your soul is next to the Father. 

 

Watch over us the people of God,  

So narrow and unfaithful,  

Our silent friend,  

You are a model of faith for us.  

 

May our weakness  

Be comforted by your help,  

Be close in difficulties,  

Be thou our companion in sadness.  

Be thou our intercessor,  

Be thou our protector,  

Do not despise,  

The song of he who calls you today.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS 

 

PROVINCE AND COMMUNE:  

 PLACE OF POSITION 

Matera – Craco 

Church of San Rocco 

SUBJECT:  

 TIME: 

Statue of San Vincenzo 

XIX-XX 

AUTHOR: unknown Southern craftsman 

MATTERS: Bones of the saint; wax; satin, 

pearls, precious stones 

MEASURES 70X155X60 

STATE OF CONDITION Excellent 

LEGAL REQUIREMENT Pertinent to Church 

DISCRIPTION The alleged bones of the saint, 

covered with a thin layer of 

wax and gauze, are made in 

reposing figure with the left 

hand holding the martyr palm, 

and the right hand resting on 

the sword lying beside him, 

next to his head is a golden 

cup and at his feet is a plumed 

helmet; the face is made of 

wax, the silk clothing is 

decorated with pearls and 

semiprecious stones. All is 

enclosed in a wooden shrine 

with a side of glass. 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT This icon is typical and is 

closely linked to popular 

events of devotion. 

Source: Ministry for culture and environmental affairs - Matera
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PROVINCE AND COMMUNE MT – CRACO 

LOCATION Church of St. Rocco 

SUBJECT Statue of San Vincenzo 

TIME FRAME First quarter of 20th century  

AUTHOR Giovanni  Marino active in 

Tebisacce 

MATERIAL Papermache 

MEASUREMENT 138X60X48 

STATE OF CONSERVATION Excellent 

LEGAL STATUS Owned by the church 

DESCRIPTION The saint wearing a yellow 

shirt has a silver mesh bodice 

with a red cloak, holding in 

his left hand the palm of 

martyrdom and in the right hand 

a sword. At his feet is a 

plumed helmet. 

MARKINGS On the front of the base of the 

statue reads: restored in 1959 

by the devotion of Salvatore 

Matera son of the late 

Vincenzo; on the left side: 

Comm. Giovanni Marino SCULPTOR 

(COSENZA) TREBISACCE 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT  On the base of the statue is 

the name of sculptor Giovanni 

Marino, active in Trebisacce 

(Cosenza); not clear however 

whether he is the original 

author of the work  
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 or artist doing the restoration 

commissioned in 1959 by 

Salvatore Matera. 

Source: Ministry for cultural and environmental affairs - Matera  

 

Detail of gold chalice containing the blood of San Vincenzo 

Detail of the sword 

Old sketch of San Vincenzo 

Statue of San Vincenzo 
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Photograph of Convent that for many years housed the body 

of San Vincenzo 

 

Photograph of the church where the body of San Vincenzo 

lays today 

 

CURIOSITY  

 

We wondered: "How many people of Craco received the name 

Vincenzo or Innocenzo as a sign of devotion to their patron 

saint? The data emerged from a research carried out at the 

Registry Office of the commune of Craco brought us a 

surprising result: from 1850 to 2005 there were 527 people 

who were given this name.  

This was yet another proof of the deep bond that unites our 

community to the venerable San Vincenzo.  

It should be noted that in the past in Craco Vecchio, there 

was a recreational circle bearing the name "San Vincenzo"; 

also the recently formed Pro Loco group bears the name "San 

Vincenzo." 









Postscript 

 

It is easy to understand how the faith of San Vincenzo, an Egyptian mercenary from 

Thebes and  the unanimity of the other soldiers in his Legion, served as such a 

powerful example to the small isolated hilltop town of Craco where the inhabitants, 

like the Theban Legion, relied on the wholehearted efforts of each member of the 

community. The model of such a faithful Christian who chose death rather than 

renounce his faith must have helped the Crachesi deal with the daily difficulties and 

tragedies that struck them.  It seems appropriate for the patron saint to continue to 

reside with his people in the hilltop chapel at Sant’Angelo, the only area in Craco 

Vecchio still inhabited. 

 

 

 
San Vincenzo processional statue in Craco 

Photo courtesy of Joseph A. Rinaldi 2008 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Craco Society (Inc.) was formed in May 2007 and is a 501(c)(4) non-profit corporation that 

seeks to preserve the culture, traditions, and history of Craco, the southern Italian hill town located 

in the Province of Matera and the region of Basilicata.  Founded in 540AD by monks the town 

prospered until after the unification of Italy when societal changes, economic problems and a series 

of catastrophes  made conditions there so difficult that from 1892-1922 over 1,250 individuals left to 

settle in North America.  After sitting on its hilltop perch for over 1,400 years a succession of 

landslides in the late 1960’s and the resulting structural instability forced the populace to relocate 

to a new site below the old town.  Although virtually abandoned over the intervening years “Craco 

Vecchio” with its fantastic vistas and unchanged structures serves as a time capsule.  It has become 

a haven for tourists and also the setting for several movies trying to capture the essence of the area 

or even more ancient times.    

The Craco Society (Inc.) officers are: 

Joseph Rinaldi, President  & Director 

Lena Camperlengo, Vice President & Director 

Joseph A. Rinaldi, Vice President  & Director 

Robert Rubertone, Vice President  & Director 

Frederick H. Spero, Treasurer, Clerk & Director  

The Craco Society Advisory Board Members are: 

 Cracotan American Advisor – Salvatore Filippo Francavilla  

 Second Generation American Advisors – Tony Camberlango (West)/Patrick Colabella 

(East) 

 Current Generation Advisor – Chris Rinaldi  

 Youth Advisor – Esmee Bancroft-Camperlengo 

 Canadian Advisor – Marlyne Marrese 

 Cracotan Advisor – Pietro D’Elia 

 

The Society website is: www.TheCracoSociety.org 

The Society web group is “Craco Families of North America” which can be found at: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Craco/ 

Email messages can be sent to: memberservices@thecracosociety.org  

The business address is: 

The Craco Society (Inc.) 

14 Earl Road 

East Sandwich, MA 02537 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




